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NEW QUESTION: 1
A routing entry on a PE router has an ext-hop address of
::ffff:[IP ADDRESS]. Which service provider technology is being
deployed?
A. 4to6 tunnel
B. 6VPE
C. 6PE
D. 6to4 tunnel
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
In a sales upgrade to an HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400c,a customer
expresses objections to moving data from an HP Enterprise

Virtual Array to the new array. The customer believes that
there is a high risk and high cost to perform the upgrade. What
should you say?
A. It is possible to easily back up your EVA and quickly
restore it to a 3PAR array.
B. A straightforward, easy-to-use Online Import Tool is
included.
C. The competitors have more difficulties than HP when
performing this migration.
D. The MPX200 is a suitable product to purchase to perform this
upgrade.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
When writing searches in Splunk, which of the following is true
about Booleans?
A. They must be in quotations.
B. They must be lowercase.
C. They must be in parentheses.
D. They must be uppercase.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.2.6/Search/Boole
anexpressions
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